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Like all other versions of the Z-Car, it was sold in Japan as the Fairlady Z , regardless of model
year. Sold on the Japanese market from through and in the United States from through , the ZX
name followed the numerical convention initiated with the Z, put forth by Yutaka Katayama, the
one time president of Nissan Motors USA. The "X" designation had debuted with the previous
generation Z car, the ZX, to signify the presence of luxury and comfort oriented features. The
Z31 model of through was the more popular model, with over , more units sold than the Z The
Z31 generation featured 5 different motor packages. A turbocharged dual over head cam 2. The
Z32 came with 2 different motor packages, a naturally aspirated dual over head cam 3. All Z31
and Z32 motors carried electronic fuel injection EFI , and were mounted for a rear wheel drive
set up. All models came in either right hand drive, or in North America, they came in left hand
drive respectively. Two Special Edition versions of the Z31 generation model were produced; a
50th Anniversary Edition celebrated the company's semi-centennial in and boasted additional
luxury features, and a "Shiro Special", released 4 years later, boasted performance-oriented
upgrades. The Z32 was virtually entirely new at the time of its release, with nearly nothing being
carried over from the Z One of the most significant and obvious changes was the redesigned
body, which had a wider footprint, a rounder profile with fewer hard edges and a reduced drag
coefficient of. Twin Turbocharged Z32s also featured a then-new active rear wheel steering
systems called "Super HICAS", which was actuated hydraulically until when Nissan switched to
an electric actuator. Nissan designated the final units earmarked for North American sale in as
"Commemorative Edition" cars, although nothing new or exclusive to the model was actually
present; In fact, model years vehicles did not feature Nissan's NVTC variable valve timing
system, which had been present on all Z32 generation models prior to that point. Production
continued in Japan until August , with styling updates and the addition of HID headlamps in In
racing trim, the ZX achieved several notable victories, including wins in the Trans Am series
and 24 Hours of Daytona. However, auto sports politics and a GTS-1 class win at the 24 Hours
of Le Mans that same year prompted the International Motor Sports Association to declare the
twin turbo engine illegal for future competition. The Z32 ZX was the first car to be sold following
the introduction of a hp power ceiling imposed by JAMA that remained until In its time it was a
popular car that sold more models than the latter Z32, and followed the old S30 pricing of an
affordable sports car for the middle class. The Z32 ZX changed everything. It was praised by
critics and journalists during its lifetime for its performance, styling, comfort and use of
technology, but was higher in pricing throughout its years, which damaged the sales. Car and
Driver placed the car on its Ten Best list for 7 consecutive years, meaning it made the list during
every year of its availability in the United States, and Motor Trend awarded it as the Import Car
of the Year. The ZX, as its predecessors, was known as a Nissan in other parts of the world.
This continued in the US until model year when Nissan standardized their brand name
worldwide and dropped the Datsun badge. A note can be made that all publications for the Z31
chassis ZX and its predecessors were copyright Nissan North America. Designed by Kazumasu
Takagi and his team of developers, the ZX improved aerodynamics and increased power when
compared to its predecessor, the ZX. The newer Z-car had a drag coefficient of 0. According to
Nissan, "the V6 engine was supposed to re-create the spirit of the original Fairlady Z. The
engine was either a type A or type B sub-designation from to March , while models from April to
had a W sub-designation. The W-series engines featured redesigned water jackets for additional
cooling, and fully floating piston wrist pins. The to turbo models featured a Garrett T3
turbocharger with a 7. Finally, these engines were equipped with self-adjusting hydraulic valve
lifters. All Z31's were equipped with a Nissan R rear differential, April and later turbo models
received an R clutch limited-slip differential except Shiro Special's which had a Viscous-type
limited slip. The SF model was only available in Canada. The European models made hp kW in
turbo form due to a better camshaft profile, also known outside of Europe as the Nismo
camshafts. Some models were also equipped without catalytic converters. All European
turbocharged models received a different front lower spoiler as well, with models being unique
and production having the same spoiler as the USDM "SS" model. The cars sold in and '85 were
all naturally aspirated with no catalytic converter, while the turbocharged version was the only
model available from to There was only one trim level in Australia, with the digital dashboard
and climate control being an optional upgrade package, and leather seats only available in the
redesigned series 3 "Californian" models. The Australian model Z31's factory specified power
output has not been confirmed to this date. The turbo models are rumoured to make the same
hp kW as the European model z31's, but the presence of the more aggressive camshafts has
not been confirmed. The Australian factory service manual provides camshaft measurements
which do not match any of the known USDM or EDM camshaft profiles, the FSM states the
exhaust valve has an open duration of degrees, but the specified opening and closing angles
add up to degrees. The exterior badge was fixed to the cars by dealerships, so the position of

the badge is not the same on all models. There was no Shiro Special in Australia, and no
models featured the adjustable shock absorbers. The Z31 chassis was based on the ZX, but
improved upon it. Turbocharged models, except for the Shiro Special edition, had an additional
innovation: 3-way electronically adjustable shock absorbers. Nissan manufactured two special
Z31 models. All 50th Anniversary Edition came equipped with a digital dash including MPG and
compass readouts, in-car electronic adjustable shocks, Bodysonic speakers in the seats, cruise
and radio controls in the steering wheel, mirrored t-tops, embroidered leather seats,
embroidered floor mats, sixteen-inch mm aluminum wheels, rear fender flares, different front
fenders, and 50th AE logo badges on the body. The only option available to the 50th
Anniversary Edition was the choice between an automatic or a 5-speed manual transmission.
Notably, also marks the last year of turbochargers cooled entirely by oil. In , the turbocharged
Shiro Special debuted with pearl white paint, stiffer springs and matched shocks, heavy-duty
anti-sway bars, a unique front air dam, paint matched wheels, Recaro seats with matching door
panels, painted bumperettes, white painted doorhandles and a viscous limited-slip differential.
No options were available for the Shiro, meaning all Shiros were identical. The Z31 body was
slightly restyled in with the addition of side skirts, fender flares, and sixteen inch mm wheels all
directly from the 50th Anniversary Edition with the exception of the fender flares. Many black
plastic trim pieces were also painted to match the body color, and the hood scoop was removed
to provide a sleeker look. The car was given a final makeover in that included more
aerodynamic bumpers, fog lamps within the front air dam, and bulb-based headlamps that
replaced the outdated sealed beam headlights. The ZX-titled reflector in the rear was updated to
a narrow set of tail lights running the entire width of the car and an LED third brake light on top
of the rear hatch. The Z31 continued selling until , more than any other Z-Car at the time. Over
70, units were sold in alone. Cars produced from are referred to as "Zenki" models, while cars
produced from are known as "Kouki" models signifying the change in body styling. The big
news for enthusiasts, however, was the turbo variant, now upgraded with twin Garrett
turbochargers and dual intercoolers. Performance varied from times of 5. American Z-car sales
reach the one million sales mark in the model year, making it the all-time best selling sports car.
In return, it featured a whole host of technological advancements. The twin turbochargers,
intercoolers, and requisite plumbing left for a cramped engine bay. In , a convertible version
was introduced for the first time in the Z-car's history, as a response to aftermarket
conversions. All ZXs now featured T-tops as standard, yet there were some rare hardtops
known as slicktops produced as well. The ZX was doomed to the same fate of many Japanese
sports cars of the time. The mid-'90s trend toward SUVs and the rising Yen:Dollar ratio were
both influential in ending North American ZX sales in at over 80, units sold production for other
markets continued until This left many people questioning its value, and despite a final
Commemorative Edition for the final units shipped to America complete with decals and
certificates of authenticity , the Z-Car was on hiatus. In Japan, however, the ZX lived until with a
face-lift in including a new fascia, tail lights, head lights, rear spoiler, and a few other minor
changes. The Z32 chassis would likewise undergo several changes throughout its US
production run between and Among the milestone safety additions are the inclusion of standard
driver and passenger-side airbags and true pillar-mount seat belts. The Z32's extended model
year sales in reached 39, units. In to showroom stock racing, the ZX captured wins on
numerous occasions. This would be the only Trans Am win by a ZX. Additional factory
endorsement, combined with a new chassis, transmission and more reliable Goodyear tires
contributed to the team's success. Among enthusiasts and the team themselves, the biggest
triumph for the race Z32 was the victory in the 24 Hours of Daytona. This record remains
unbroken. In JUN's first Z32 went This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account?
Start a Wiki. Categories :. Fan Feed 0 Ford Corsair. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop
Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The Z32 was a new design. The body was wider with a rounder profile
and fewer hard edges. It had a marginally increased drag coefficient of. NISSAN designated the
final units earmarked for North American sale in as "Commemorative Edition" cars, although
nothing new or exclusive to the model was included. Production continued in Japan until
August , with styling updates and the addition of HID headlamps in It was the first car to be
marketed following the introduction of the bhp brake horsepower power ceiling imposed by
JAMA that remained until This vehicle was added in the Circuit of the Americas Update v7. This
vehicle can be acquired for or with showcase discount. It has also been available for?? This
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Engine: Performance Cylinder Heads. Drivetrain: Lightweight Flywheel. Drivetrain: Uprated
Sports Driveshaft. Drivetrain: Performance Limited Slip Differential. Drivetrain: Uprated Sports
Gearbox. Body: Polycarbonate Window Replacements. Body: Fibre Glass Panels. Body: Weight
Reduction. Body: High Performance Body Refinements. Body: Aerodynamic Detailing.
Suspension: Improved Coil Springs. Suspension: General Suspension Tuning. Suspension:
Lightweight Sports Swaybar. Suspension: Uprated Sports Shocks. Exhaust: Performance Turbo
Manifold. Exhaust: Sports Turbo-back Exhaust. Brakes: Uprated Sports Brake Pads. Brakes:
Uprated Sports Calipers. Brakes: Uprated Sports Brake Discs. The Nissan Z-car is a sports car
which has been manufactured by Nissan Motors Ltd , in six generations, since It was exported
as the Datsun Z. Since , Nissan has manufactured the newest Z, the Nissan Z. The earlier
models of the Nissan Z were built at the Nissan Shatai plant in Hiratsuka until , while the later
models Z and Z are built at Oppama â€” and Tochigi â€”present. Enthusiasts praise the cars for
their looks, reliability, performance, and affordability. In May , Nissan revealed plans to produce
a new Z car. Nissan was a relatively small automaker when it entered the international market in
the s and partnered with Yamaha to design a new sports car prototype to update the Nissan
Fairlady. It resulted in the prototype Yamaha YX from Yamaha later finished a prototype and
took their design to Toyota, resulting in the Toyota GT. Yutaka Katayama , the president of
Nissan USA at the time, realized the importance of an affordable sports car internationally.
Nissan had already produced for many decades the successful series of Fairlady roadsters that
competed mainly with English and Italian roadsters, and product planners envisioned a new line
of GT cars that would be stylish, innovative, fast, and relatively inexpensive through the use of
interchangeable parts with other Nissan vehicles. Nissan also had the engineering background
and product development experience with the recently acquired Prince Motor Company , which
manufactured the Prince Skyline that was later renamed Nissan Skyline in Sales of the Nissan Z
Car started in October for the model year , with separate versions for the Japanese and U. The
Japanese Fairlady Z featured a 2. In Japan, the Z was still known as the Fairlady to keep the car
in line with the previous generation Datsun Sports roadster. JDM versions had the Fairlady Z
badge on the lower fenders with the badge above the designation was 4 valves, 3 carburetors,
and 2 camshafts. However, Yutaka Katayama ensured the American version had all Nissan,
Fairlady Z, and badging replaced with " Datsun " and prevented all dealer shipments until they
were replaced. The Z was released in America on October 22, Combining good looks, and
powerful performance, it sold over 45, units through the '71 model year and over 50, and 40, in
and , respectively. The Z was released in ; it featured an increased engine displacement of 2.
The Z was released in in North America not to be confused with the ZX , which is a
second-generation Z-car and featured another engine displacement enlargement to 2. A major
change was the introduction of Bosch fuel injection , replacing the previous SU carburetors.
Export markets outside North America continued to receive the Datsun Z until the introduction
of the Datsun ZX at the end of The only thing left unchanged from the previous Z was the
5-speed manual transmission and 2. The ZX was wildly popular, being hailed as Motor Trend ' s
Import Car of the Year for and going on to set a Z-car sales record of 86, units in its first year.
This would continue with the third generation of Z-car, with a clean-sheet redesign that would
take the Z-car to further heights. The Z-car was completely redesigned in , and introduced
Nissan's new series of 3. These were showcased in sleek new wedge-shaped styling and given
a new name, the ZX. Like its predecessor , it proved to be wildly popular and was the
second-best selling Z-car in history [5] selling over 70, units due in part not only to its new
styling but also to even more added luxury features and high performance. Much like the ZX
that preceded it, the first-gen ZX was thought by enthusiasts as more GT than a true sports car.
It had improved handling, acceleration, and more refinement than any previous model Z-car.
Nissan made various changes and claimed improvements to the Z31 model through its entire
production. In , Nissan first offered the ZX in Japan. It was introduced in the US one year later.
Along with the arrival of their new flagship sports coupe, Nissan launched an aggressive
marketing campaign to promote the brand name change from Datsun to Nissan. The Models can
technically be considered the only year of the "Datsun ZX". The ZX 50th Anniversary Edition
was released in celebration of the company's 50th anniversary year. For the model year, Nissan
dropped the Datsun name brand for good, but the car dealers were still known as Datsun
dealers. Paul Newman raced in the GT1 Challenge and won. This was Newman's fourth national
championship. Minor changes were made to the ZX including a water-cooled turbocharger and
smoked taillights. The model saw wider flared wheel wells as well as body-color bumpers, and
the rear quarter panels were designed specifically to accommodate factory ground effect style
side skirts. In order to keep up with quickly aging aesthetics, another slight redesign happened
in , consisting of new rounded, restyled and longer front and rear bumpers, new headlights, and
new tail lights. The black trim on turbo models was now a charcoal instead of gloss black, and

Turbo models came with special "smoked" turbo-finned wheels. For the models, there were
again a few small changes. The turbocharger was switched from the Garrett T3 turbo to a
lower-inertia T25 turbo, and the engine from 7. The interior aluminum accents and chrome door
handles that adorned the earlier cars were dropped in favor of matching color parts. Another
special edition, the "Shiro Special" SS , was released in It was only available in pearl white shiro
meaning "white" in Japanese. The SS package consisted of analog gauges and climate controls
with a black interior, stiffer sway bars, stiffer springs, non-adjustable suspension, special seats
Recaro , a viscous-coupling limited slip differential, and a special front lower lip spoiler. This
package had no options; all 88SS cars are identical. The Models are identical to models, though
somewhat rare because of Nissan winding-down production early in preparation for the second
generation ZX. The only thing unchanged from the previous generation ZX is the 3. The turbo
variant was upgraded with twin Garrett turbochargers and dual intercoolers. American Z-car
sales reached 1 million in In return, it featured a whole host of technological advancements. The
twin turbochargers, intercoolers, and requisite plumbing left for a cramped engine bay;
however, everything fit perfectly. In , a convertible version was introduced for the first time in
the Z-car's history, as a response to aftermarket conversions. All ZXs now featured T-tops as
standard, yet there were some rare hardtops known as "slicktops" produced as well. The ZX
was doomed to the same fate of many Japanese sports cars of the time. The mid-'90s trend
toward SUVs and the rising Yen : Dollar ratio were both influential in ending North American ZX
sales in at over 80, units sold production for other markets continued until This left many
people questioning its value, and despite a final Commemorative Edition of the final units
shipped to America complete with decals and certificates of authenticity , the Z-Car was on
hiatus. In Japan, however, the ZX lived on for a few more years with a face-lift including a new
front fascia, tail lights, headlights, rear spoiler, and a few other minor changes. In the U. Clearly
a throwback to the original, it was a bright orange two-seater with classic swept-back styling. In
addition, it was fully functional, with the 2. The designers used an original Z to provide
inspiration and the concept was created in only 12 weeks. The running concept, featuring a
4-cylinder engine compared to the Z-car's traditional 6-cylinder engine, was eventually thought
less than a worthy successor to the line. In , the French company Renault bought And we will
make it profitable. On January 8, , Nissan introduced the Z Concept. Much like the previous Z
concept, it debuted at the North American International Auto Show and was painted bright
orange. In the summer of , the Z was released to wide acclaim. It employed a slightly improved
version of the 3. In Europe, only the 'Track' trim was available, although it was badged and
marketed as 'Z'. A convertible model was later introduced in The Z was available in a selection
of seven trim packages, depending on the year: "Base", "Enthusiast", "Performance",
"Touring", "Grand Touring", "Track" and " Nismo ". The base model Z, in comparison to the
more expensive packages, did not have a limited-slip differential or a traction control system.
Touring and Grand Touring models both featured leather seats, Bose entertainment systems,
optional satellite navigation, VDC vehicle dynamic control , and other user conveniences, while
the Grand Touring models also added Rays Engineering forged wheels and the Brembo braking
system found on the Track and Nismo models. In , Nissan dropped the "Track" version in favor
of the "Nismo" edition, but retained the Brembo brakes, Rays Engineering wheels, and simple
interior, but added a larger exhaust and aggressive body kit. It is widely believed that this model
year â€”08 is the most desired among enthusiasts due to the car featuring a revised
transmission CD which solved all previous issues and the new engine architecture VQ35HR
which provided an overall faster car. On December 30, the Z was introduced as a model. In June
, the second generation Nismo Z debuted. The Z Z34 is powered by Nissan's 3. However, the car
has also been tested by Motor Trend Magazine, which reported a 4. Quarter mile times range
from The Z is available with either a six-speed manual gearbox or a seven-speed automatic with
paddle shifters. The six-speed manual is the first production car manual gearbox to feature a
system that Nissan refers to as SynchroRev Match , which automatically blips the throttle to
match engine and transmission speed during downshifts, thus achieving the same effect as the
heel-and-toe downshift technique. On March 19, , Nissan filed a trademark for two new logos:
one was its new corporate logo, while the other was a new version of the Z-car logo, further
confirming the existence of a new Z-car. Then, on May 28, , as part of its global restructuring
plan, named "Nissan Next", Nissan's official YouTube channel released a one minute,
twelve-second video showcasing its updated vehicle lineup, including the new Z-car; this video
also confirmed the claim that the new Z-car would have retro styling, with its overall shape and
circular running lights referencing the Z. The second generation S, introduced in was a
complete redesign, retaining only the L28 engine and other driveline components. A turbo
option was introduced in , bringing performance surpassing that of the original Z. The third
generation, the ZX , switched to a 3. There were two generations of the ZX: the Z31 from to , and

the Z32 from to Both the Z31 and Z32 came in either non-turbo or turbo trims. During the '90s,
the cars price continued to elevate and sales continued to fall. Even a major design change in
couldn't save it, and production finally ended in While the model names were based on the
engine capacity for the US markets, with the Z having a 2. In the model year, Nissan reentered
the US sports-car market with the Z , powered by the 3. The Z features a 3. Due to the
similarities between the two engines, many OEM and aftermarket parts are interchangeable. The
upcoming Z-car will be powered by a 3. Nissan claims that an optional automatic transmission
for the Z-car is still under development. The ZX proved successful in various classes of racing,
particularly in the US. Significant results include:. The most notable driver to be associated with
the car was actor Paul Newman , who raced with the Bob Sharp Racing team. He also helped to
promote the car, even by starring in a series of commercials. In to showroom stock racing, the
ZX captured wins on numerous occasions. Additional factory endorsement, combined with a
new chassis, transmission and more reliable Goodyear tires contributed to the team's success.
Among enthusiasts and the team themselves, the biggest triumph for the race Z32 was the
victory in the 24 Hours of Daytona. This record remains unbroken. In , JUN's first Z32 went The
GT cars used were heavily modified and featured a longer nose and tail requiring the production
of the Type-E homologation special , carbon fiber bodywork, and a tube chassis. In , Nismo won
the GT championship. In order to increase competitiveness, however, a new 4. The Z, with
slightly more pedestrian modifications also competes in the GT class having started there even
before the Skyline GT-Rs were replaced by teams such as Endless Sports and Mola. Two years
later, Hasemi Sports won the GT title again before its team's withdrawal of the series in the
following season, [30] as another Z team MOLA also moved up to GT class earlier in the
preseason time, it marked the first full absence of Nissan vehicles in GT class since the
establishment of JGTC in This car was also featured on the March cover of Turbo Magazine. It is
considered the largest annual gathering of Z car clubs and enthusiasts in America, sponsored
by Nissan. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see Z-car disambiguation.
This article's tone or style may not reflect the encyclopedic tone used on Wikipedia. See
Wikipedia's guide to writing better articles for suggestions. March Learn how and when to
remove this template message. Motor vehicle. Front-engine, rear-wheel-drive Front mid-engine,
rear-wheel-drive. Main article: Nissan S Main article: Nissan ZX. Main article: Nissan Z. Retrieved
18 June Retrieved 8 August Archived from the original on Retrieved Nissan Motor Corporation
U. May 28, Retrieved September 3, Motorbooks, Cigar Aficionado Online. Archived from the
original on February 10, Archived from the original on December 30, Nissan Z-car timeline,
sâ€”present. Nissan sportscar racers â€”present. R R R R GT1. Ligier Nissan DPi. Nissan Motor
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Retro-style automobiles. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Webarchive
template wayback links Wikipedia articles with style issues from March All articles with style
issues Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles
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Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Sports car Grand tourer.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Fairlady Z. Straight-3 HR UD. The man widely
regarded as the father of the Z car, Yutaka Katayamaâ€”"Mr. K" to his fansâ€”fought to ensure
that the Z would be a two-seat, fixed-roof sports car, not the convertible grand tourer Nissan 's
management in Japan initially wanted. When the car finally arrived in the fall of , Mr. K's
assessment of American consumers' wants proved correct, and the Z car was an instant hit.
Throughout the '70s, however, federal emissions and crash regulations made the Z heavier and
slower, and Nissanâ€”then known in the U. The Z car continued to become more GT-like with
the ZX that followed, and by the time the Zgeneration ZX debuted in , the car was nothing like its
sports car forebear. Nissan set out to reverse that trend with the Z32 generation of the ZX,
announcing its goal of making the Z "the world's number-one sports car. So when the
automaker delivered its technical presentation to the press and proceeded to use the words
"world's best" when describing virtually any aspect of the new Z, journalists took those claims
with the world's biggest grains of salt. But skepticism faded the moment we got behind the
wheel. The Z car was back and better than ever. The Nissan ZX maintained certain elements of
its predecessor's wedge-like profile, but other than that the design was completely new. The
sleek headlights were slanted at more than 60 degrees, helping to give the Z32 a drag
coefficient of 0. The Corvette and were used as benchmarks during the Z32's development, and
in addition to targeting those cars for handling and steering response, Nissan also aimed to
beat them in the areas of design and aerodynamics. Nissan claimed the ZX produced less lift

than either car and exceeded the in straight-line stability. As for design, beauty is ultimately in
the eye of the beholder. But the ZX still looks like it's a product of the unrealized future
previewed by the best sci-fi flicks of the sâ€”and that's not a bad thing. When the base-model
Z32 first arrived in April , it sported a naturally aspirated 3. To get that, the VG30 engine block
was redesigned with a new crankshaft and connecting rods, then fitted with dual-overhead cam
heads with four valves per cylinder. The new mill also boasted a distributor-less, coil-on-plug
electronic ignition and a then-revolutionary variable cam timing system. Topping off the
package was a set of long, sculpted intake runners that give the Z a distinctive underhood look.
Nissan's engineering piece de resistance didn't arrive until later in with the ZX Turbo. Powered
by a twin-turbocharged version of the new VG30DE engine, the car made hp and lb-ft, up almost
50 percent from the previous single-turbo, single-cam ZX. For some perspective, the Ferrari that
also debuted in was rated at that same hp figure. Nissan's goal for the turbo model was to give
it a broad powerband. The automaker could have achieved its peak power goals using a single
turbo setup, but chose two fast-spooling Garrett AiResearch turbochargers to give the Z quick
throttle response in the lower rpms. In our first drive, Motor Trend said, "The transition onto
boost is so smooth you have to study the boost gauge to really locate it. The pressure builds at
as little as rpm, and the engine is very much alive by rpm. From there on, it's a swift and
effortless ride up to the rpm redline. A five-speed manual was standard on all cars, with a
four-speed automatic as an option. However, turbo models equipped with the automatic had to
make do with only hp in order to preserve the gearbox. After being compressed by the two
turbos, charge air was directed to small intercoolers at either side of the engine, located behind
horizontal slits in the front valanceâ€”an exterior trait found on all U. But big horsepower alone
does not a sports car make, and knowing this, Nissan also carefully considered the car's driving
dynamics. Even with the non-turbo base car, we could tell things had improved since the Z
Nissan employed a rear multi-link setup similar to that of the SX, while the front suspension was
a more complex unequal-length control arm arrangement. Helping the Z stop were four-wheel
disc brakes with large four-piston calipers clamping down on inch rotorsâ€”enormous for the
day. Turbo models received Nissan's Super HICAS High Capacity Actively Controlled
Suspension four-wheel-steering system, which gave the Z plus or minus 1 degree of rear
steering angle and helped it slalom like a champ at speeds above 55 mph. What did it lose to?
None other than the Acura NSX. Though the Z32 made it possible to use the words "Z" and
"sports car" in the same sentence again, it didn't forsake the luxurious touches found on its
predecessors. As we said in our first drive, "The new car far outstrips its predecessor as a
sporting device, yet gives up little in terms of creature comforts. By , most cars got automatic
climate control with digital readout as standard. Leather was a popular option, but examples
with cloth seats aren't hard to come by. The majority of Z32 coupes came with removable
T-tops, though a rare "slicktop" roof without the detachable glass panels was available after The
two-seater wasn't the only body style available at launch. That extra length is well-hidden from
the outside, with only a longer rear-quarter window and a fuel door relocated to behind the rear
wheel well serving as giveaways. Despite their minor impact on exterior proportions, the rear
seats aren't very useful to adult humans. A convertible model joined the lineup in , developed in
partnership with Michigan-based drop-top specialists ASC the non-U. The convertible had a
manual soft top that could be lowered in about 30 seconds to reveal the roofless Z's signature
"basket handle" rollbar. The model proved popular when it debuted, accounting for around 20
percent of all ZX sales in the U. But sales never quite reached the 39, units sold in the Z32's first
year, with numbers dipping below five digits in To help rekindle interest, and also to celebrate
the Z's 25th anniversary, Nissan partnered with race car driver and renowned tuner Steve Millen
founder of Stillen to build a special model. The car sported a unique grille, side skirts, and rear
valance, along with a large rear wing and custom split five-spoke alloy wheels. The look
reflected the tuner style popular in the late '90s, but hasn't aged particularly well. Millen built
SMZ coupes between and that were sold through Nissan dealers and covered by a factory
warranty. Despite those close ties, the SMZ isn't considered an official Nissan model. With the
rising strength of the yen, Z32 prices climbed to record heights, and as a result sales continued
to fall. New U. Nissan decided to retire the U. These cars received special badging and
numbered plaques of authenticity. Though ZX sales ended in the U. Ten years on the market is
the equivalent of several lifetimes for a car, and even a six-year run can seem like an eternity
without significant updates. But the ZX managed to keep its luster, at least from behind the
wheel. We didn't know the ZX would be put down soon, but we did know it was five model years
along and competing against a strikingly fresh Toyota Supra in a shrinking market segment. In a
comparison test that included BMW 's marvelous M3 and a manual-gearbox Lexus SC in
addition to that Supra, the aging ZX could have been excused for feeling a little behind the
times. It didn't. The profound structural rigidity, that sexy cockpit layout, and the taut accuracy

of the controls not only stood up fine to the competition of the time, but left me feeling that a
mid-'90s ZX would be one hell of a car to own The fourth-generation Z car represented a return
to form for the marque that kicked off a sports car revolution years earlier. The Z that followed
continued to bring the Z name back to respectability and brought the Z even closer to its roots,
as the Z33 was only available as a two-seater packing a naturally aspirated six-cylinder, with a
base price that was more affordable to the common man, attributes that made the original Z
such a huge success. While the Z33 might have been a worthier successor to the Z, the Z32 was
the car that made everyone pay attention to the Z car again. It was a technology showcase
designed to take on the best sports cars of its time, and serve as a halo car the way the
modern-day GT-R, Nissan's current crown jewel, does today. And at today's prices, you can
pick one up for pennies on the dollar. The ZX Turbo is a star performer right out of the box.
Handling is impressive with or without the HICAS four-wheel steering, and it is among the best
the early '90s had to offer. The twin-turbo V-6 offered brisk acceleration in its day, with a Turbo
model clocking a 6. The cramped engine bay makes doing any work under the hood yourself a
major pain. Given that this car was meant as a technology showcase when it debuted, there's a
lot that can go wrong -- and not all of it is easy to get to. If you don't plan on working on it
yourself, put aside some cash for maintenance and eventual repairs. A performance chip can
unlock substantial horsepower gains for those looking for more than what the ZX produced
from the factory. Any car that's overdue for a timing belt change. The service interval is every
60, miles or 48 months. The VG30 is an interference engine, so if the timing belt snaps, the
motor is toast. Any Turbo model will likely be sought after in the future, but a Commemorative
Edition Turbo may be tops in terms of rarity, as only 78 were made. Again, a twin-turbo Z is your
best bet. Choose a manual transmission, as you'll get the twin-turbo 3. If you can find one, a
naturally aspirated slicktop two-seater in manual will offer reduced weight and better structural
rigidity without the potential for leaks T-top models are prone to. The Z32 ZX offers the best GT
aspects of earlier Z cars with performance high enough to still qualify it as a sports car. It's a
symbol of the '90s, and among the first shots fired in that decade's Japanese supercar invasion.
Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Alex Nishimoto writer Robert Guio photographer.
All cars receive a three-spoke, non-airbag steering wheel. With its solid roof, the "slicktop"
model is slightly lighter. Automatic climate control is made standard on almost all cars, and a
small Nissan emblem is added between the headlights. Turb
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o models get a standard power adjustable driver's seat. Door panel and dashboard fabric is
changed from cloth to a suede-like material. Brake calipers are switched from aluminum to cast
iron. Heat insulation is added to the oil lines of twin-turbo models. Passenger-side airbags are
now standard, and the seat belt anchor points move from the doors to the B-pillar. The
windshield washer fluid reservoir is moved from the trunk to the engine bay. The limited-edition
SMZ model goes on sale. A Commemorative Edition made up of Z cars is launched. Slicktop A
two-seater model without a T-top became the base car starting in It's sought after for its rarity
and slightly reduced weight. The Steve Millen-tuned Z was rated at hp and lb-ft, and sported a
unique body kit, wheels, and numbered plaque. Only examples were made. Commemorative
Edition The final run of U. Other than these details, however, the cars in the "Last " series were
identical to other '96 models. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.

